Spend less, enable cloud, and advance cybersecurity with digital transformation. Modern network architectures will optimize the network experience for stakeholders across government, healthcare, and education—at home, in the office, and in the cloud.

Juniper’s AI-Driven solutions simplify operations and deliver an unmatched experience protected by connected security for a comprehensive cybersecurity framework.

Who We Serve

550+ State & Local Governments

40+ STATES

300+ CITIES

in 43 states

250+ COUNTIES

in 37 states

Agencies & Departments

Health & Human Services • Public Hospitals • Emergency Management • Environmental Management • Workforce Management • Legislative Centers • Public Safety • Courts & Corrections • Administration & Finance • Property & Insurance • K-12 Schools • Universities & Colleges • Transit • Commercial Business Development • Planning & Development • Public Works • Information Technology • Public Utilities • Transportation • Lottery & Gaming

500+ Infrastructure Customers

50+ PUBLIC UTILITIES

Water, electricity, and sanitation

40+ TRANSPORTATION

State, regional, and metropolitan transit, airports, and ports

450+ RURAL BROADBAND

Rural service providers and cooperatives

1200+ Health & Education Customers

400+ HEALTHCARE

Providers, sciences, services

60+ PUBLIC SAFETY

Police, fire

350+ K-12

Public, private, regional centers

350+ HIGHER EDUCATION

Universities, college systems

25+ RESEARCH & EDUCATION NETWORKS
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Juniper’s AI-Driven Architecture simplifies operations and delivers a seamless, unmatched experience or digital services and experiences, protected by connected security for a comprehensive cybersecurity framework.

Register Now!

Explore the Possibilities of Juniper AI-Driven Networking

Attend a live Wired and Wireless Wednesday or Transformation Thursday webinar and experience the power of AIOps. Register.